
ADELAIDE MARATHON 

COURSE MEASUREMENT HISTORY       by Ian Hill 

It is fair to say that every Race Director of the Adelaide Marathon has taken steps to ensure the 

measurement of the various courses has been done correctly and that every course used for the 38 

events from 1979 to 2016 has been at least 42.195 km. Many RDs have personally remeasured the 

course themselves as a double check. That’s not to say that every one of the combined 18,000+ 

finishers in those 38 marathons ran the correct distance because accidents have occurred with 

marshalling errors and last minute course changes caused by adverse weather. Even in the most 

recent event a turnaround point was incorrectly placed causing participants to run about 200m 

further. However, occurrences of mishaps such as these have been minimal overall and for most 

years the correct distance has been run by all finishers.  

This document gives a brief account of how the course was measured in the early years until the 

Jones counter system became the industry standard, using articles published in Festival City Runner, 

SA Running and Footnotes. These articles are attached. 

The course from Gawler to Adelaide for the first two years, 1979 and 1980, was measured by Phil 

Afford using one of the wheels of his Volkswagen as a trammel wheel where the speedo cable was 

disconnected and fitted into a specially made counter which recorded the number of wheel 

revolutions. This was then calibrated over a 2km section of straight road measured with a steel tape. 

Phil drove over the course five times and noted a maximum variation of only 2 metres in his 

measurements. This consistency gave him confidence that the course was the correct distance. 

In later years Gary Nichols became the SARRC’s chief course measurer using the Jones meter fitted 

to the front forks of a bicycle. In 1984 the Adelaide (then called Festival City) Marathon joined the 

Association of International Marathons (AIMS) and Gary became a Grade 1 measurer. In 1987 he 

was invited to measure international courses. 

The Adelaide Marathon was an AIMS member until 1994 and from 1995 marathon documents (entry 

forms, race instructions, maps etc) continued to state that the course was measured to Athletics 

Australia (AA) standards. However it is unclear for which years actual certification occurred. 

The most experienced SARRC course measurer is Michael Slagter who began in 1994 and with the 

assistance of Rod Martin measured every club event until 2000. After a break Michael resumed 

measuring club event courses in 2005 and can guarantee that for the last seven years the Adelaide 

Marathon has been AIMS certified. For a long time the SARRC office did not realise that each year’s 

paperwork needed to be forwarded to Dave Cundy, long-time RD of the Canberra Marathon and an 

AIMS International Measurement Administrator, and therefore, although accurately measured, 

official accreditation did not take place. Now the documents are sent directly to Dave Cundy by the 

course measurer.      

Other course measurers in the 1990s included Simon Trangmar, Marcus Roberts and Tony Ashwell. 

The documentation after 2000 indicates that former Race Directors Graham Pring, Doug Smart and 

Rod Williams were all involved in the marathon course measurement. 
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